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PREFACE

This Note was prepared for the Office of Policy DevelOpment and

Research, U.S. Department of Housing and Development.. It is part

causesof a series of Rand publications on e causes and consequences of y'

,.

.

expanded service emp ment in metroptlitan economies that includes:' '

Anthony H:'Pascal and Aa on S. Gurwitz, Systematic Planning for Local,.

Economic Development,,R-2932-HUD, forthcoming; Anthopy.H. Pascal and

William McNaught, Urban Economic Development Through Service Sector

Expansion: Executive Summary,,R-2828-HUD, forthcoming; Aaron S.

Gurwitz, The Service Sector in Urban RevitalizationirSelctoral.

Composition, Employment Density Gradients, and CentraltCity Fiscal

Capacity, R-2817-HUD, June 1982; Anthony H. Pascal and William MCNaught,,

The 'Service Sector in the Metropolitan Economy: the Process of

Specialization and Its Effects'on Aggregate Employment, -2827-JHUD,

forthcoming; and Richard H. Victor, The Service Sector and Local Area

.Employment Cycles,/ forthdoming.

This Note was prepared ,under- HUIAZIontrfict No. H -2930, .Task 4.

1
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SUMMARY

This Note isjpne of a, serie of technical papers on the role of the

service sector in urban revitalization sponsored by the Department of

Housing and grban Development. The Overall objectiVe of the project was
\t,

-

.to assess the potential developmeht of.service sectors in different

cities,, and to compare the results: of growth in:these and ;other sectors

across several dimehsions:of metropolitan welfare. The effectswra(

.d "i
service sector growth that were analyzed under this project nclude:

effects on-total employment .(multiplier effects); on the geographic

-
dispers3 metropolitan employment; on central city fiscal capacity;.

on metropolitan cyclical' stability; and on minority business

opportunities and effects on local labor markets. Here we present our

.findings on this last topic.

In particular, we are,concerned,with iabbr market effects: ,which

I

.

sectors are more likely to Contribute to a lowering of long-term
A/
.structural unemploynieht and the quality of jobs. (as measured by. wages

and potential for earnings growth)' in different sectors. Both of these

effects are important in assessing the potential of different urban

development policies.

We examined the distribution of jobs by sector and type of labor to

develop some general rules of thumb about which sectors would be more

likely to offer jobs to groups, that tend to have hig rates of

unemployment (young, minorities, poorly educatedY\ e main message

that emerges from the analysis is that there are few reliable

guidelihes. In choosing sectoral strategies for urban revitalization,/
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there seems.to be no substitute for city or project-specific data either

; f

from the 1980.census public-use sample or from specific local' surveys of

group employment by settOr.

V..
Census data were analyzed to assess -the quality of jobs provided' by

different sectois./While-11Ohe gro;\of sectors (business services,

comRunicatiOns, constructio fire and health services, durable goods
a.

manufacturing, paid signifidantly higher wages than another group

(cultural seevices, hotels, sales, recreation,in rable goods

manufacturing), we found no significant differences in wages within

these, two groups. ',Anbalialysis of the upward mobility potential of

different sectors suggests significant differences among sectors: some

__,A
sectors do offer jobs with upward occupational mobility, while others

do not.

Our overall finding is that although service, sector growth is no

panacea for the problems of urban labor markets, some service sectors

can fbvorably affect employment opportunities.
i"

V.
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I. INTRODUCTION'

' Urban development policies have several, objectives with respect to

%. t

local labor markets. The total number of jobs created by an urban

I

project iS aertainly important. This total job creation' effect, as

measured 13)\?\the employment multiplier, is discussed elsewhere (Pascal ,

and Gurwitz, 4orthcoming)'. This Note fogcuses on more detailed labor
.;

market effects Different urban developmentpolicies can have various,

effects on the lOcal rate of long-term structural unemployment

because certain sectors are more likely to hire employees from that

group.. Because you hs, minorities, and the poorly educated- are more

likely,to be unemployed titan other groups,we wanted to find out which,

if any, of the service sectors were most likely to hire members of. these
0

SeCond, the qUality of jobs is important. Two measures that

groups.

1111. certainly o6ghtto be include1 in any accounting.ofjob quality are,

wages and potential. for,earningsAgrowth, This Note examines, the degree

to which the jobs in different sectors Vary along those two dimensions.

Section II of this Note discusses our findings with resVect to the

distribution of jobs by sector rind by type of labor. MO conclude that

little is known about the. type of labor,and the percentage of laborers

that sectors hire, Section'III compares two dimensions of job quality

.across sectors.' We find that average wages'differ significantly across

sectors, even when differences in skill, .trainingand education aro

taken into account. The question of whethICrsect6rs differ in the

degre'e to which they provide opportunities for earnings growth is not

D.
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answered as definitively. We find some evidence of systematic
4e.

differences.among sectors in this regard, but our analysis cannot be

considered conclusive.

ti 10
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DISTRIBUTION OP JOBS BY SECTOR AND TYPE OP LABOR

OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

Our objective in this section was to search for and test some rules

of thumb to compire the percentage of the structurally unemployed hired

by different.service sectors. An example of such a rule_ of thumb (one

that is not supported by the data) is that the -medical and health

serviceNtsector hires ,larger numbers of minority group members (in low-

skilled occupations) than does- the average sector in any given city.

Planners who use these rules might pdint to their efforts to enhrince

growth in this Sector when challenged to show what they have done for

minority communitie!;.

Lies 0 thumb are generally not considered reliable guides for

systematic:: urban planning, but they are often all n policymnker cnn rely

on when developing n.program thotserves n wide voripty of local

e6terests. Unfortunately, the data indicate that there are very,few

reliable rules s-of Oiumb in this aredrand, indeed, thnt, some of the older'

rules do not apply, In genornl, therefore, we conclude that there is no

good substitute for city-specific onnlysis of Mow sec:turn! development

strategies will 'reduce structiirnl unemployment.

The dnta du, however, rovool several somewhat surprising

generalities. Yor oumple, we tind that the durnble goods mnnufacturing

so
\

ctor emilloys- Moro hlar.k5 hnn otiwr sector!4 taint haveHtraditionnlly

dr
been nnsocinted with minority group oMployment.

inventignie this issue, we tested d sortoP of hypothomon of the

following form:

1 1

r'
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H
Oijk

The expected value of the proportion of
total employment in sector i accounted for
by labor force group j in city k is identical
to the proportion of group j in the entire
labor force of cities of type k.

1

Data for these tests came from the 1970 Census Public Cse Sample.

Is. From that sample we selected person, who had been employed 40 week's or

more in 1969. Those data were cross-tabulated by standard metropolitan

statistical area (SMSA), sector or industry. (night), and labor force

group(12). The cell totals from this cross tabulation mad up:the

.observations for our hypothesis test. The hypothesis became,:

where :

R
Oijk

: c((i /E) -
ij

/F.
1
)1 ex 0: (1)

the work force in a city of type j,

I'A total .omployment in that city.

tlfie work force of type j in sector

E = eMploymenkin sector 1.

ft the (1XpeCtatiOn operauk.

The hypothesis in tested'separately for different gtoup or ttpr....

A rule of thumb can he confidently accepted if we can reject Rolik in
fi

the same direction for all groups of cities.

f
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The sectors And labor types we'treated were:

.SeCtors

Businegss6rvices
leisure serVices'.
.Construopon
DUraglegoods ManUfactUring

,.Finance, insurance, and real estate
Health services.
Nondurable goods manufacturing
RetaiLand.wholesale sales

.1

Work Eorce Groups.

A. Blacks/under 25/no high school diploma
B. Blacks/under 25/high school diploma
C. Blacks/under 25/college graduate

D. Blacksiover 25/no high school diploma,
E. Blacks/over 25/high school diploma
F. Blacks/over 25/college graduate

G. )ihites/under 25YnO high school diploma
H. 'Whites/under 25/high School.diploma
I. Whites/under 25/college.graduate

J, Whites/over 25/no high school diploma
K. Whites/over 25/high school diploma
L. Whites/over 25/college graduate

'City Types

Large (total SMSA population greater
than about.650,000)

Small
High unemployment (1970 unemployment
.rate greater than 3.9%)

Low unemployment.
Northeast-North Central
Southeast-West.

The test results of these hypotheses.arepresented in Appendix

tables, Data in these tables suggest two useful findings. First, we

/

See that the data support. few rules of thumb if the e are d d aa a

l'r\

13
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. ,
I'

, .

..4k .pattern of hilringa lifter praportion,,of n spetific t;11,0..4f labor thgn
..

. q I .

. i ..

is lound inthe total employed work force in at least.six!biltbf seven

sUbsamples:, Such ruleS of thumb are especially scarce with Xespett to A,

he labOr groups most likely to be unemployed: youths, the poorly

ducated,' and' blackS' (groups A,, B,'D, E, G and I). Our analysis,..

hpwevex,;does not determine whether the lack of consistent hiring

patterns among the service sector .for,,these groups reflects labor mar

behavior or the relatively small sample sizes for these groups.(esg.,
.

blacks under 25.years of age Wath a college degree).

Second, some of the commonly accepted kules;43f thumb that have
r

guided development planners are definitely not supported by these
.

data. We did not find that the health and leisure services sectors,

which are often considered espedially helpful in minority communities

with high unemployment rates, do not appear to hire consistently higher(

proportions of workers most likely to be structurally unemployed. It/
//

may be that certain subsectors of these broadly defined industry groups
/

for example, the hospital sector or the hotel sector--do employ /large

proportions of minority groups. However, when we take into a 'count the.-

,

likelihood that the hospital sector cannot grow without a corresponding

growth throughout the health services sector, we see that development

71

strategies focuging on these industry groups alone may of lead to

greater employment among minorities.

Another general pattern that emerges has. no c ar implications for

development planning, but is, interesting in its own right. In all

cities, the retail and wholesale. sectors, taken/together, employ larger

/-

proportions of white workers than are represented in the work force as a.

whole, except...Jot-those who are older and hold a college degree (where

14
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l'the'proporbion is'amaller). Finally, we.leo tha. scatttrea
-

("44,
exceptions, we cannot reject the null hypothesis tfiattheproportion of

all black worArs,employed in these sectors is identical to the

proportion of.such workers in cities. This finding is curious, but

because sales sectors tend to follow rather than lead urban economic

'development, it is also not really pertinentto the task at hand.

RuleS of thumb that are substantiated by the data on employment of

groups most likely to be structurally unemployed are as follows:

Labor Type

Young/black/HS grad

Old/black/not HS grad

0.1d/black/HS grad

Sectors Hiring Sectors Hiring
Relatively. Large Relatively Small

Proportions Proportions

Construction

Business,, Services
ConstKction
Finance, Insurance,

and Real Estate

-- Finance, Insurance,,
and Real Estate

Young /white /.not HS grad Nondurable manu-
facturing

Sales

Old/white/not HS grad Construction
Durable manufac-

turing
Nondurable, manu-

facturing
Sales

Business Services
Construction

Fiance, Insurance,
and Real Estate

Health Services'

Leisure Services
Finance, Insurance,

and Real Estate
Health Services

No clear,j,positive message 'for, urban planners emerges from this

breakdown of employment patterns among sectors. The data do not

indicate which industries are likely to contribute most to reducing

unemployment among black workers. The construction industry appears to

15
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,
.

... ,

.

employ fairly'-large p6portions of, older black woekers without high

,
school diplomakOrobably as

'

JabororsY, but growth in 'this also'
.

I 4

appears-to provide los's-than-proportional help to other black worker's.

The main message of this analysis is that different sector's

employment patterns reflecting the proportion of the different types of

\, workers hired arc not especially pertinent.to the task facing urban

development pladners. Our main finding therefore, is negative. In

Choosing sectoral strategies for urban revitalization, there is no

substitute for city-, or better yet, project-specific datd on the

proportion of newly created jobs likely to go to groups most likely to

be structurally unemployed. City-specific data on the proportion of

workforce groups employed by different sectors will be available for

most of the larger U.S. cities once the 1980 Census P blic Use Sample

becomes available. Until then, planners will have to re y on 1970

census figures. Those'planning the development of smaller cities or

other geographiCal divisions may have to 'rely on specific local ,surveys

of group employment by sector. .

411



TWO1DIMENSiONS.OF JOB QUALITY

As montionet i the Introduction .to this,Note, increahinge the

number of jobs and. ensuring their distribution among the labor,. force are

not the only urban development objectives for local labOr.marke'ts.
+ .

Planners and Choir constituents try to create "good" jobs --jobs that pay.

well, prOvide stable employment, and are associated with rewarding

careers. Concern with the quality of jobs .created,by development

projects is most (ardent in the area of service-sector development

strategies, especially in response to proposals for hotel development.

Representatives of minoiity communities,charge Otht jobs in some service

sectors are notoriously unstable,'deMeaning, and dead-end. In this

section, we examine some, of these charges b' analyzing two dimensions of

job quality across sectors,: wages and opportunities for occupational

mobility:
r

WAGE DIFFERENCES ACROSS SECTORS

Wages vary for a number of reasons: differencesin education and

skills, differences between.markets for various occupations, and

differences between sectors. The origins of these differences,

especially systematic occupational and sectoral differences, are not

clear. It is not our purpose here.to examine those but to

demonstrate that. there are, indeed, systematic differences in wages by
I

sector,-even when differences in mean work force characteristics and

,occupational mix across, sectors are accounted fora In other words, the

null hypothesis being tested here is that. individuals sharing identical

characteristics and employed in identical occupations will be paid the

same wage regardless of sector.

17
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Of course, the.reliability with which we can test this hypothesis

don an how precisely wo can define odcupatfns and measure an

individual's characteristics. This pro5oision, in turn, depot* on the

richness of our data set. We have been able to measure human capital

6
with degree of completeness that is fairly qpical of the literature

on labor economics. That is, we have boon able to account for such :

factors as age, sex, race and yepis of education. The precision with

which occupations are distinguished depends on how'precise the

occupational categories are of the U.S. census and howthose categories

aggregate in our data set. We have included 35 occupational categories

in our analysis, a substantialnumber but still somewhat imprecise.

This means that our findings assume that a "miscellaneous clerical

worker" is performing essentially the same job whetherhe is employed in

the hotel sector or the durable goods manufacturing sector.

We have-tested our hypothesis by estimating an earnings equatibn

based on data from the 1970 Census Public' Use Sample. The human capital

variables included are all based on a well-established literature. The

results are reported in Table 1.

These regression results indicate that our findings are probably
310

reliable. The coefficients on human capital conform to our

expectatioris[1] and, for the most part, the occupational terms make

sense. The few exceptions probably reflect some misaggregation of
f.;

occupational categories (e.g., when "skilled" laborers do not appear to

earn significantly more than "unskilled" laborers). It is not our main

[1] The.negative coefficient on the education term, when combined
with the positive coefficient on the education- squared term, results in
qt,positive return to schooling over the range of values.

18
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Table 1

WAGE BY SECTOR, WORKER CHARACTERISTICS,'
AND OCCUPATION HELD CONSTANT.

Sector:
Business services ..9.86

CoMmunications 6.45

Construction 2.46

Cultural services -36.01C
Finance, insurance, and real eS*e 15

Health 10

Hotels ; -34.13c

Nondurable manufacturing
Recreation
Retail sales
Wholesale sales

Variable

Y;;

Coefficient

Humancapital:
Age
Age squared.
Education
Education squared
'Female
Black

Intercept

Occupations:
Engineers
Accountants
Scientists, professors
Artists, writers
MiZZ'ellaneous managers
Junior managers
Senior managers
Salesmen
Ttllers, clerks
Technicians
Nurses
Secretaries'
Officemachinery operators
Miscellaneous clerical
Machinists
Mechanics
Construction trades

ti

19

23.178
-18.92c
- 10.10a

2.85c
- 0.027

c

b
- 5:83

' 0.38
c

- 35.34
c

-4.00b
35.78'

24.83c
3.87

47.12c
31.65c
44.01c
12.82

b
16.89b

-8.58
- 9.01

-0.46
-7.51
-3.68
-6.71
-2.35
2.40
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a,"'')/r ' -continued

41'
ccupations (contd.)t
-Natal .workers

Miscellaneous -crafts
Needle.trades

',411;cellanuous'trades
AsseMblers
Installers 4
PaCkers
Nachinery'operators

, Garage workers
ftyl. Other-operators\'

skilled operators
Transportation oquIpment operators
Laborers
Skilled laborers .

Unskilled aborers
Protective service work

Variable Coefficient

2.30
-3.56

-15.71
b

-14.50
- 14.69

-7.28

- 16.50

- 10.85

-6.04
-15.32

15.62
-10.61
- 11.36

-9.38
1.65

-29.65

NOTE: $ample size Nm3011; R squared m 0.2972.
a
Significant at the 10 percent level.

c

b
Significant at the 5 percent level.

__,a4gnificant at the 1 percent level. .

purpose to exams ocCupational difference's in earnings; therefore,

since the overall pattern of occupational differentials makes sense, and
iI

because the few anomalies are unlikely to bias our estimates of sectoral

effects, we do not consider those differences a major problem.

Coefficients Oh the sectoral terms allow us to divide the industries

listed into two groups: those that do and those that do not pay ,wages

insignificantly different from wages paid tovrkers with identical

characteristics and occupations in the durable goods manufacturing

sector. These relatively high-paying sectors are business services,

communications, finance, insurance, and real estate, and health

20
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is

herviceS._ A seconkgro,ep of sectors pays Wages significantly less than

those paid to workers who perform the same taskS in durable goodi.

.

Anufacturing, Those are cultural service's (e.g., education, museums,

memerahip organizations, etc.), hotels, nondurable manufacturing,
4

recreation, ,rot4.1 sales,.and. wholesale sal(61,4

'Thin finding in useful if to Make development, planners

connider carefully before they adopt is strategy that involves major

expansion of sectors in that second-group. This is not to suggest that .

these settors be excluded from development plans. They may offer

substantial benofi1ts not discussed in this analysis (e.g., they may

gen rate substantial local tax revenues or have ,a high multiplier).

Further, this average result for highly aggregated sectors and

controlling for highly aggregated occupational categories should not be

seen as, definitive for any proposed project in any givelo-city. Some

subsectors within, say, the cultural services industry may provide a

large number of high paying jobs. A large number of "salesmen" in a

certain subsector may be among the lowest skilled. members of that

occupation l category. However, those adVocating a strategy that

involves Hotels and cultural services along with a retail plaza for a

downtown area should be asked to provide evidence that their approach

Will not simply generate some number of rell3tively low-paying jobs.

Those advocating a strategy built around durable goods manufacturing and

bUsiness services, on the other hand, need not be so strongly challenged

on this particular point, because these latter industries tend to pay
1/

higher wages.



sy,clutm. nuTERENati IN OCCUPATIONAL

Individuals may be willing to accopt jobs that pay lowat wageo then

t hey might' 0ihetwiso rece44e, espoct.iug that thoN14111 1(1 to fisher

paying p041tiORA It% 'the future.' A socOnd di oeuion of .job Clualit, that

mot he accounted for in development planning to the potential for

growth in earnings associated with certain kinds 0 employment, \It

difficult to analyze earnings growth without ,tree ins individuals' Wdif4

over time. Further,' assessing the effects different sectors have on

earnings growth of populations that are of most concern to urban

planners would require a large sample of observations. For those

reasons we can only present evidence that is suggestive, but far from

conclusive, on these issues.

We begin by observing that earnings growth can have three

components:

o Increases in productivity associated with experience on a

specific job'in a specific sector.

o A switch to a better paying job.

o A switch to a better paying sector.

The earnings history of any individual is usually characterized by

parts of each of these components of earnings growth. Ann Bartel (1980)

has analyzed part of the problem by pointing out that a large proportion

of total earnings growth (corrected for increases in productivity

experienced by the nation's work-force as a whole) is associated with

changing jobs. Bartel, however, did not distinguish between the effects

of changein occupation and those of change in sector of employment, We



have.avidence that indicates titihstfilitial ditfaelocoti. in 64;1\iniWitC1-044
S

sectors oven when we control for.worker skill:end occupetiona

,%

,differeh t$ This ovloleutie su4osts that at ,Yeast Part-of t"
v (

earnings growth hartel reports is eta0nted.for hi changes.io-d ctor.of

inter job

employment,

Wu analyxo secterol differpi eq in two al's, First we comps,'

degree tee which different secto is provide opportunities for job chat

to other sectors, Furthermore, because we have alveady observed that

there are two groups of sectors -those that pay identical, indiVidtials

much asthe durable goods manufacturing sector and those that don't--

we will compare the degree to which the lower paying sectors provide

opportunitiee.to shift to jobs in the higher paying sectors. Second, we

will compare the degree to which different SectorSpravide opportunities
\

for occutItional shifts either within the sector or across sectors. We

assume that a downward shift in occupational status is'uplikely and,

therefore, that differences in sectors on this dimension indicate

hee

as

sectoral differences in the amount of upward (or, at least, horizontal)

occupational mobility they offer.

The ddta for these,analysos are also drawn from the 1910 Census

Public Use Sample. This data set contains information'for individuals

according to their sector of employment and occupation in 1964 and 1969.

In the first instance, we cross-tabulated by sector of employment in

1964 and 1969 and used the information generated by the cross tabulation

to test a series of hypotheses on the.following order:
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4

HO; The prohahility Pt Shift-WA tiON(Sb4JOr i tO 4 hish4f

paying otic,tur hetween 1904 and 1941, is. e4441 to the .

prIngsniiityof ohiftiottO 4 higher 1;iqin4 a4tor from
.the odordhle m4h4(4c1,4fihg better betwee 1904 410
1909.

The "higher paYing sectors" 4r6 th044 that 40 nut wry orgurficantlY

c11f torent wagee to workers performing identical tae Mfrs: chose paid in

the durable goods manufacturing sector, Then we C0h4trUGtOd 4 44041

variable that took the value of one it the individual U44 employed in

different occupations in 1904 and 1969, We coss-tabulated this duomy

vdridhlb with 1964 sector of employmeet and tested 4 series of

hypotheses n the following o de':

HO: The probability of changing occupations between 1964
and 1969, given that the individual was employed in

hector I An 1964, Is squill to the probability of
changing -occupations.between 1944 end 1969 given that
the individual was employed in durable A00d* 104tita4C*

curing in 1964.

The sample proportions and sample sires on which the tests of Witin

hypotheses were based, along with an Indication of whether the null

hypothesis was rejected, are presented in Table 2.

The most striking conclusion sugg'ested but by no means confirmed by

the statistics presented in Table 2 is the uniformity in the degrees to

which different sectors provide opportunities for ,career mobility. First

we see little mobility across sectors, at least-over a five-year period.

Only about 10 percent of a sector's employeees, on average, shift to Another

sector, compared with the roughly 20 to 30 perc;nt of employees who change

occupations within the same period of time. This suggests, in turn,

that shifts across sectors are a less important source of earnings
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Second, there lit° 41AntftC4Ot differences 4CrOliti *actors in the

.4egreo to which they offer opportuoitie for mobility, Jobs in the

cultural services and wholotalo tales sectors are associated with

signistritly lets likelihood of it shift to one of the higher paying

sectors than a Job in nondurable good% manufacturing or retail sales,

.which are more likely to offer sUch opportunities. Furthermore; even

thckiigh they do not confirm that some service lectors offer fewer

opOortunitits for occupational mobility than at least part of the

manufacturing sector, the data are consistent with that assertion. We
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4:tut:mg Oifferent gioupl of roploy.,ohn Prehtnt3hly, development phi:Inert
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mobillty.for the groups of groetet concern. Uir atteepts to analyze

mobility for specific subaamples of employee% indicated that the sample
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'sizes for certain crucial sectors (particularly hotelg and health

services) were too small to generate-usahle.results.

.What, then, may be concluded from our preliminary analysis of

sectotal differences in occupational mobility?, First, we can be certain

that differences in mobility across sectora-,4 do exist. .These differences

may reflect something Aout the kinds of jobs different sectors provide

or about the kinds.of people who Mr those bg; However, recall that

with the exception- of nondurable-goods-manufacturing, we were unable to

reject the null hypothesis that any of the,low-paying, low-mobility

sectors consistently employed alligher.propOrtion of the groups most
_

likely to be structurally unemployed that wL% represented in a city's

work force as a whole. This in tarn suggests that differences in

mobility . may -not be entirely explained by.differences.in the composition

of the work, force.

Obviously, this argument has. many loose ends. We were not able,

for example, to determine whether the hotel,subsector of the leisure

services sector systematically hires larger proportions of.young, black,
The

and poorly educated labor firce participants. The argument does,

however, point to systematic difference's in,the mobility dimension of

job quality across sectors. Furthermore; these differences appear to

support some contentions made by opponents of service sector strategies

for urban development.s
Second, we can tentatively co/clude that there are substantial

differences among industries in both the service and monufacturing
r,

sectors The,health.servicas aector, for example, appears toperform

relatively well on one of our mobility criteria, while nondurable, goods,

ft

manufacturing performsatrelatively poorly.
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Finally, and most certainly,we can conclude that intersectoral

differenbes in opPortunfiies,for mobility are potentially'veryimportant

considerations'for urban development planning; that they cannot be

definitively analyzed,without relying ,on a large,

base; and that given the controversy these issues

those data should be a high priority task.

longitudinal data

generate, analyzing

28
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our overall objective in this Note was to analyze the contribution

of service.sectors to three general objectives of urban development

policy. Because our objective was not to evelop refined or highly

rigorous models of each relationship und' examination, our conclusions

must be tentative. Our analysiS of census data does, however, suggest
..

a numberof conclusions that co ld improve development plannat the

local level and evaluationof t at planning at the federal level.

We first examined the degree to which different sectors hired

larger numbers of groups most likely to be structurally unemployed. To

date, most planners appear to have re14d on rules of thumb to make

those determinations. We found that 1970 Census data tend not to

support these rules of thumb. For example, neither the health services

nor the hotel industry appear to hire larger proportions of black,

young, or poorly educated workers than are present in the, labor force as

a whole.

Statistics presented in this Note reflect average conditions in

groups 'of cities. Our findings can be interpreted to indicate that most

cities are not like the average and that therefore there are no useful,

universally applicable rules of thumb with respect to which sectors

absorb most of the structurally unemployed. We suggest, therefore, that

planners analyze sample-count census data for their own cities to
4

determine which sectors hire the largest proportions of those most

likely to be structurally unemployed.

29
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In Section III, we analyzed census data to assess the quality of

jobs provided by different sectors. The data pointed to differences in

wages paid by different sectors to individuals in jobs as similar as the

alilable data could indicate. One group of sectors paid significantly

higher wages than,a second group of. sectors.[1] No significant

difference was found'in wages' paid workers who performed identipal tasks

withia_these two groups of sectors.

We also made a preliminary attempt to identify differences in

opportuniticis for upward mobility offered by different sectors. The

data presented are only exploratory because the test we propose does not

control for nonsectoral determinants of mobility and does not

distinguish between mobility for those at the top and bottom ranks of

occupational status. The data do, however, suggest slgnificant

differences in occupational mobility associated with employment in

different sectors.. Some service sectors do seem to offer more

opportunities for mobility than, say, durable goods manufacturing.

Others offer few or none.

In summary, however, we conclude that service sector growth is no

panacea for the problems of cities.

[1] Business services, communication, construction, durable goods
manufacturing, finance, insurance, and real estate, and health services
paid higher wages than cultural services, hotel* nondurable goods
manufacturing, recreation, retail sales, and wholesale sales.
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APPENDIX

Each tell in those tables represents a specific type of labor in a

specifi pe of city in each sector we examined. A "+" in a cell

d.ndicates that the hypothesis was rejected and that labor type i

accounts for a larger proportion of the work force of sector j in cities

of type 1 than of the work force as 9 whole in cities of that type.

A "-" in a cell indicates,that the hypothesis was rejected and that labor

type i accounts for a smaller proportion of the work force of sector j

in cities of type 1 than of the work force as a whole in cities of that

type.: The many blank cells indicate that the hypothesis. that the

proportions of i in sector j and in the city's work force as a whole

were equal, in cities of type 1 couldjiot be rejected.

Table A.1

DESCRIPTION OF LABOR TYPE ACgOSS CITIES AND SECTORS:
YOUNG, BLACK, NO HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

69.

1 Sector

Cit Type

High Low NE/a SE/* Whole
Large Small Unemployment Unemployment NC SE Sample

Business services

114.4aure services

Construction

..:Durable manufacturing

Finance, insurance, and
real estate

Health services

Nondurable manufacturing

Sales

NOTE: N 69 (sample size).
*Regions of U.S.: NE Northeast; NC North Central; SE Southeast; W West.
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Toble A.2

DESCRIPTION Of LABOR Trim ACROSS CITIRS AND SICTORSt
KOVNO, SLACK, HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA.

N IBS

Sector

City Type \)

High Low NE /a SE/a Whole

Large Smell Unemployment Unemployment NC OR Sample

Ousinese services

Leisure services

Construction

Durable manufacturing

finance, insurance, and
real estate

Health cervices

Nohdurable manufacturing

Sales

"

NOTE: N 168 (sample mice).
"Region" of U.S.: NE Noftbeast; NC North Central; SE Southeast; W West.

ft

.3

DESCRIPTION OF LABOR TYPE ACROSS CITIES AND SECTORS:
YOUNG, BLACK. COLLEGE GRADUATE

N -65

City Type

High Low NE/a SE/a Whole

Sector. Large Small Unemployment Unemployment NC SE Sample

Bueineee cervices

Leisure services

Construction

Durable manufacturing

finance, ineurancee and.
real estate

Health service.

Nondurable manufacturing

Sales

NOTE: X 65 (sample size).
alegions. of U.S.: NE Northeast; NC North Central; SE Southeast; W Wast.
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Table A.4

DESCRIPTION OP UAW TYPE AC19$8 CITIES AND SECTORS:
OLD, BLACK, NO HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

N 712

City Typo

High Low KR/4 61/11 Whole
Sector Large Beall Unemployment Unemploysent NC SE Sample

Iguanas' services -

Leisure services

Construction

'Durable manufacturing

inanc:, insurance, and
real estate

Health servic s

Nondurable manufacturing

Sales

NOTE: N 712 (sample sig.).
'Regions of U.S.: NI Northeast; NC North Central; SE Southeast; W West.

(
'Table A.5

DESCRIPTION'OP LABOR TYPE ACROSS CITIES AND SECTORS:
OLD, BLACK, HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

N 398

City Type

IABh Low NE /' SE /' Whole
Sector Large Small Unemployment Unemployment NC SE Simple

. Business services

Leisure services

Construction

Durable manufacturing

finance, insurance, and
real estate

Health services.

Nondurable manufacturing

Sales

NOTE: N 398 (ample else).
'Regions of U.S.: NE Northeast; North Central; SE Southeast; W West,.
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Table A.6

DROCRIPTION OF LAIN TIPI ACROSS MISS AND SICTORII
OLD, SLACK, COLLEGE GRADUATE

N 1511

Sector

Businsas servicoa

Wit:re services

Construction

Durable,panufacturing

Finance, Insurance, end
real estate

Health services

Nondurable manufacturing.

Salal

City Type

High LOW M/ II/ Whole

Large Small Onsmployaant Unssploymant NC OS Sample
fremenelTwommon

NOTE: N 158 (saspls also).
alai/ions of U:S.: NE w Northeast: NC - yerth Central; SE - Southeast; V 0 West.

Tsble A.7

DESCRIPTION OP LABOR TYPE ACROSS CITIES.AND SECTORS:

YOUNG, WHITS, NO HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

N 605

City Tzpa

High Low NE/8 811/8 Whole

Sector Large Small Unemployment Unssploymant NC SE Saapla

Business services
... - -

Leisure services
- - +

Construction

' Durable manufacturing

Finance., Insurance, and

real estate

Health services

Nondurable manufacturing

Sales

N w 605 (samplaasiss).
'Regions of U.S.: NE Northeast; NC - North Central; SE w Southeast; W West.

3 4
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Table 4,1

DESCSIPTION OP LAWS TUN ACIDS* MISS AND RICTORSI
YOUNG:, mars, SION SCHOOL DIPLOMA

0
M ISO

Sector

Suoiness service.

Leisure services

Construction

Durable manufacturing

Finance, insurance, end
real estate '"

Health services

Nondurable manufacturing

Sales

City Typo

Nigh Low im1" esia Whole
Law Smell Unemployment Unemployment MC. SE Semple

NOTE: N 156$ (ample alas). 0
'Regions of U.S.: MI Northeast; NC North Central; SS Southeast; M Meet.

Table A.,

DESCRIPTION OP-LANOR TTPE ACROSS CITIES AND SECTORS!
YOUNG, BLA6K, =LIGE GRADUATE

M 1209

City Type

High Low site Whole
Sector Sam Small Unemployment Unemployment _ NC SE Simple

Business services + + + + + +

Leliure services V' + +

Construction - - - -

Durable manufacturing - - -

finance, insurance, and
real estate + + +

Health services + +

Nondurable'menufaoturing

Sales + + +

NOTE: N 1209 (sample size).
'Regions of U.S.: NE - Northeast; NC - North Central; SE - Southeast; V - Vest.
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Tette 4.10

DASCAITTIOM Of LAMS ?TV* ACIOSS CIT1S4 ANS microll
014, %um, MO SIGN WOOL 141,LOOR

N MI

Sector

Swann*. enrolees

Leisure services

Construction

Durable manufacturing

V110414010 inourante, and

real estate

Neslth services

Nondurable manufscturing

City Type
PREMITIrgt

Nigh Low øi/ Whole

Loren Snell Unanploreent Unemploynent NC SS Searle

Sales

MOTS N 37,3 (saeple sian).

s Region. of U.S.o WI Mortheeet. NC North Central; U. Southeast; M West.

Table A.11

;ASCRIPTION Cif LAJOR TYPE ACROSS CITIES AND SECTORSi
OLD, SNITS, SIGN SCHOOL DIPLANA

N 3470

.4 City Type

Sigh . Low VS/4 SI/a Whole

Sector Large Small Unemployment Unemployment MC SR Sample

Business services
,

Leisure services
- - - -

b-

Construction
+

Durable manufacturing + + + +

Finance, insurance, and
real estate + + + + + +

Swath services

Nondurable manufacturing
+

gale. + + + + + + +
A,

Varlit $ mi 5470, (sample sine).

Notions of'U.S.v NZ Northeast; NC North Central; SS Southeast; V Meet.
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Tshio 4,11

OWOCMTIOM UV 4044 TM AC4004 CITIK4 ANU MOCTOOMI
OLO, WITS, 00114400 1100000.

M a 11A)0

Oise to

loolsoloo lostvto,

Letwo sotvl000

etty Typo

Mtmh tow Me t11 Whorto

wet wassidaymast Uorimploppoot MC' St Sompl

Cowotroottoo

Durable minutocturtag

ttnirgo, 14c0644.6 mot

ma wets

Woolth yorvitos

Wims4oroblo manutsctorlo4

Sal*,

MOTT', M $470 (rosplo la.),
alogions of U.S.' MI Matetwolti NC Worth Control; S1 Scomehorett W Moot.

$
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